BJFL Managers Guide
1) All results have to be submitted by midnight on the day of the fixture; both
Managers must submit a result and if these do not match then the fixture
will not be updated, so please make sure that the result is submitted
correctly.
2) Central venue results to be submitted as early as possible, deadline is
midnight on the day of the fixture.
3) General guideline at central venues.
a) No warming up on the actual pitches, these have to last us all season.
b) Do not enter the astro facility until the current fixture has finished.
c) Only 2 named adults allowed pitch side per team per fixtures, this is an
insurance requirement.
d) Players are NOT ALLOWED to wear trainers, metal studs or blades on
the astro surfaces.
e) Kick-off times MUST be adhered too, if a team delays kick-off then the
referees have been instructed to cut the fixture short.
4) The BJFL will ONLY use Twitter or Email to contact Clubs/teams, Facebook
WILL NOT be used.
5) 11-a-side teams (home team) MUST confirm the fixture with both appointed
referee and opposition Manager no later than Thursday 8pm
6) In order for a new or transferred player to be eligible to play on a Saturday
or Sunday they must be registered in WGS no later than preceding
Wednesday at 18.00.
7) Behaviour
a) Managers are responsible for all of their spectators during a fixture and
need to ensure that spectators are seen and not heard.
b) Please respect our central venues, these are all we have and should we
lose a venue because of bad behaviour then just consider how many young
children will be without football each week.
8) U7 – U12 Managers (Central Venues), Referees MUST be paid before kickoff as they all will have a game immediately after your game.
9) U13 to U18 referees fees have increased slightly (U13 & U14 = £26. U15 &
U16 = £28. Youth = £30)
10) 11-a-side home teams to pay the referee except if it is a cup fixture then
the fee is split 50/50.
11) We will be using The FA’s Matchday APP or results submission and a brief
guide can be found on our FT page (see link below).

For any league queries please contact your Club Secretary directly, direct
queries from managers will not be answered.
The full set of BJFL League rules can be downloaded here:
http://www.bjfl.uk.net/shopping/images/PDF/BJFL%20Rules%202019%202020
%20Final.pdf
Full-Time link
http://fulltimeleague.thefa.com/Index.do?divisionseason=265157687&league=277092267

